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provide a potential solution for overcoming the challenges in the development of PSCs. Unfortunately, single-crystal perovskites are mostly grown in bulk and have yet to be realized in the form of films, [6] [7] [8] which is an essential prerequisite for practical device applications. The hybrid nature of organometal halide perovskites, i.e., intercalation of volatile and vulnerable organic components with a brittle inorganic framework, makes their monocrystalline films difficult to be achieved by deposition techniques that are well-established for inorganic compounds (e.g., pulsed laser deposition and sputtering) and organic materials (e.g., vapor growth). [15] [16] [17] We were thus motivated to grow hybrid perovskite monocrystalline films on substrates by exploiting the perovskite's propensity to crystallize in solution. However, simple solution-based techniques that crystallize perovskites from saturated precursor solutions produce only free-standing bulk crystals with small aspect ratios. [6] [7] [8] Such geometries are unsuitable for optoelectronic devices from perspectives of both dimensions and device fabrications, especially since the deposition conditions of transparent conducting oxides, which are integral components for most optoelectronic devices, generally preclude their direct deposition on perovskite crystals. For example, CH 3 NH 3 PbBr 3 (MAPbBr 3 ) crystals grown from supersaturated solutions, such as by slow diffusion of antisolvent vapor into the perovskite solution, were several millimeters in cubic shape and resisted growing on substrates ( Figure S1 , Supporting Information). Likely, the disinclination to heterogeneously nucleate on substrate surfaces resulted from the higher nucleation energy barrier of smooth surfaces. [18] Therefore, we designed a new growth method based on a cavitation-triggered asymmetrical crystallization (CTAC) strategy, which would promote heterogeneous nucleation by providing enough energy to overcome the nucleation barrier. Briefly, we introduced a very short ultrasonic pulse (≈1 s) to the solution when it reached a low supersaturation level with antisolvent vapor diffusion (see the Experimental Section). Promisingly, MAPbBr 3 monocrystalline films grew on the surface of various substrates within several hours of the ultrasonic pulse ( Figure S1 , Supporting Information). As shown in the photographic image (Figure 1a) , as well as the cross-sectional ( Figure 1b ) and top-view ( Figure S2 , Supporting Information) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images, these semitransparent films are homogeneous and free of grain boundaries, with thicknesses varying from one up to several tens of micrometers, and lateral dimensions ranging from hundreds of microns to three millimeters. We should Over the past few years, tremendous progress on perovskite solar cells (PSCs) has been achieved by improving the crystallinity of perovskite polycrystalline films. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] This promising trend may persist for some time, since polycrystalline films employed in the best PSCs are still orders of magnitude inferior to perovskite single crystals in terms of trap density, carrier mobility, and carrier diffusion length. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Furthermore, even if the optimization of processing conditions leads to considerably improved crystallinity, grain-scale inhomogeneity and reliance on electron and hole transporting materials in state-of-the-art PSCs would result in several deficiencies in terms of stability, cost, and manufacturability. [11] [12] [13] Perovskite monocrystalline (i.e., single crystal) films, which are free of grain boundaries, can achieve the upper bounds of lifetimes and diffusion lengths for all carriers homogeneously across the perovskite layer, [11] and thus enable the engineering of PSCs with a single junction to efficiently separate and collect photocarriers. [14] A simpler device architecture based on a monocrystalline film may note here that growing MAPbI 3 monocrystalline films is more challenging due to the large difference in the solubility of MAI and PbI 2 and possibly the intrinsic anisotropic growth of tetragonal crystals, which may naturally not prefer the growth direction along the substrates.
Since the first report on the application of ultrasound in crystallization in 1927, [19] the influence of ultrasound on nucleation has been extensively studied. [20] Ultrasound was found to promote nucleation under a low supersaturation level without the aid of seed crystals. The role of ultrasound in the nucleation process was assumed to work through a cavitation process, where successive cycles of compression and rarefaction sound waves create and collapse cavities, repeatedly. The release of transient ultrahigh energy that typically accompanies the cavitation process is expected to induce nucleation by overcoming the nucleation barrier through rapid local cooling, increasing local pressure and accumulating energy. [21] The collapse of cavities is asymmetric near a solid surface and generates high-speed jets of fluid toward the surface, known as microjetting. [22] This process has been utilized for film thinning and reducing particle sizes as a result of the induced strong shearing force, [23] which may also contribute to the asymmetric crystal growth we observed here. Figure 1c -f illustrates the entire CTAC process. However, the situation is dramatically different when the ultrasonic pulse is introduced at high supersaturation levels, where cavitation triggers excessive nucleation events and therefore the growth of a plethora of tiny crystals ( Figure S1 , Supporting Information).
Due to the physical nature of cavitation, the growth of monocrystalline films by CTAC is largely independent of substrate properties. Hence, we were able to grow monocrystalline perovskite films on various substrates such as silicon wafers, indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass, fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO)-coated glass, and sputter-coated metal on silicon ( Figure S1 , Supporting Information). The cross-sectional SEM (Figure 1b) shows the absence of gaps at the crystal/ substrate interface, which suggests a good mechanical contact at that interface, in addition to the good electrical contact that is demonstrated by the electrical characterizations shown below. We also noticed the dependence of monocrystalline film thicknesses on precursor concentrations (see Figure S3 , Supporting Information). These findings underscore the value of our solution-based CTAC method for enabling perovskite monocrystalline film-based optoelectronic devices, despite the coarse control over the film thickness. But we believe that the control over film thickness can be further refined by precisely regulating the rate and time of crystal nucleation and growth, the moment to introduce sonication, postsonication growth time, and antisolvent engineering.
High-resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to assess the phase purity and single-crystal nature of the films. The ω-2θ diffraction pattern of powder from crushed as-grown crystals (Figure 2a) confirmed the exclusive presence of the cubic MAPbBr 3 phase. The ω-2θ scan of the film (Figure 2b) shows only {001} diffractions, and the φ-scan of (110)-diffraction (2θ = 21.42°, ψ = 45°) shows a fourfold symmetry (Figure 2c ), clearly confirming that the film is a (001)-oriented, twinfree single crystal with cubic symmetry. We then checked the and measured a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.040°. As a qualitative indication of crystallinity, this value is comparable to those of high-quality epitaxial perovskite oxide films. [16, 24] Notably, it is also smaller than that of bulk MAPbBr 3 perovskite crystals (FWHM = 0.044°; Figure 2d ), which suggests that the cavitation process, though as an external disturbance, does not deteriorate crystallinity. The high quality of the monocrystalline films was further corroborated by the space-charge-limited current measurement, showing a low trap density of ≈10 11 cm −3 ( Figure S4 , Supporting Information).
Monocrystalline films grown by the CTAC method had thicknesses within the range of carrier diffusion lengths that have been previously measured for bulk MAPbBr 3 single crystals. [7] It is thus reasonable to expect that efficient collection of photocarriers could be achieved in photovoltaic devices comprising these films. Therefore, we fabricated solar cells by simply evaporating gold electrodes onto the surface of monocrystalline films grown on ITO-coated glass (see the Experimental Section). The device architecture is illustrated in the inset of Figure 3d and photos of real devices are shown in Figure S6 (Supporting Information). For photovoltaic characterizations, a bias was applied through the Au electrode and the ITO was placed under illumination (air mass 1.5 (AM 1.5) and 100 mW cm −2 power). By photoelectron spectroscopy in air (PESA), we determined the work function of the monocrystalline films to be ≈5.63 eV (see Figure S7 , Supporting Information). This finding suggests the presence of a large Schottky barrier at the ITO/perovskite interface, considering a work function of ≈4.6 eV for ITO. In contrast, the contact of perovskite/Au is expected to be Ohmic due to the large work function of Au (5.1-5.4 eV), which is also consistent with the linear character of the I-V curves of a lateral Au/perovskite/Au structure ( Figure S4b , Supporting Information). The band alignment is thus as presented in Figure 3a . The direction of the Schottky diode is confirmed by the apparent current rectification of the dark-current-densityvoltage (J-V) curve ( Figure S8 , Supporting Information). These findings suggest the p-type nature of the MAPbBr 3 monocrystalline films we grew. Figure 3c shows the illuminated J-V curves of devices with MAPbBr 3 monocrystalline films of various thicknesses. Detailed photovoltaic parameters of these cells can be found in Table 1 . Histograms of photovoltaic parameters for 12 devices based on different 4 μm thick films are shown in Figure S9 (Supporting Information). The statistical data of power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) show a very small deviation (0.2%) with an average of 5.00%. The best cell shows a fill factor (FF) of 0.58, an opencircuit voltage (V OC ) of ≈1.24 V, and a remarkable short-circuit current (J SC ) of ≈7.42 mA cm −2 , yielding a PCE of 5.37%. The large J SC value agrees well with a high and wide plateau of the device's external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectrum, as shown in Figure 3e , from which we calculated an integrated current density of 7.15 mA cm −2 . The corresponding internal quantum efficiency (IQE), calculated by dividing the EQE by the transmittance of ITO-coated glass ( Figure S10 , Supporting Information), shows an onset at ≈550 nm with a plateau higher than 90% over a wide spectral range and a peak value of ≈97% at 507 nm (Figure 3e ). Moreover, we calculated the integrated current's theoretical upper limit to be 7.64 mA cm −2 , by assuming a 100% IQE and that the only loss of photons is through absorption and reflection by ITO glass substrates ( Figure S10 value is comparable with those of the best polycrystalline tribromide PSCs reported in the literature. [25] To understand the origin of the near-unity IQE achieved in our simple ITO/MAPbBr 3 /Au structure, we sought to clarify the working principles of the cells. The capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurement was carried out to examine the built-in potential existing in the device. [26] A built-in potential of ≈1.2 V was extracted from the Mott-Schottky plot of the C-V measurement ( Figure S11 , Supporting Information), which is in good agreement with the measured V OC . We further calculated a self-dopant concentration of ≈10 12 cm −3 from the slope of the linear region of the plot. Accordingly, the depletion width was calculated to be ≈7 μm (see the Supporting Information). This large depletion width, mainly a consequence of the low selfdopant concentration, would ensure the full depletion of electrons within the 4 μm thick crystal. Under such a built-in field that spans across the perovskite film, photoexcited electrons could easily drift to the ITO electrode and be collected due to the small absorption depth. Complementary to the extraction of electrons, photoexcited holes are easily collected at the Au electrode because of the Ohmic contact of MAPbBr 3 /Au. Note that such working principles are inferred based on the fact that excitons dissociate immediately after generation. [14] Considering the discussion above, a major part of the perovskite crystal that is located more than an absorption depth away from the ITO acts as a carrier transporter rather than as a light absorber (Figure 3a) . Therefore, if this part of the perovskite film is too thick, it would considerably increase the series resistance and decrease the FF, which is evident in the J-V curves measured from devices with crystal thicknesses increasing from 4 to 12 μm (Figure 3c) . However, by further reducing the thickness to 1 μm, no significant improvement was observed in the FF, as well as V OC , J SC , and PCE (see Figure 3c and Table 1 ). This trend is reasonable since the resistance is not substantially reduced with the reduction of the crystal thickness from 4 to 1 μm. Furthermore, it is worth pointing out that there is no apparent loss of J SC with increasing crystal thickness up to 12 μm, due to the long diffusion length of ≈10 μm and a large depletion width of ≈7 μm under short-circuit condition. On the other hand, V OC significantly decreased with increasing the crystal thickness because of the increased carrier recombination probability under working conditions near V OC . When the monocrystalline film thickness was increased to 60 μm, which is far beyond the depletion width and the charge-carrier diffusion length, the current was severely reduced (J SC = 2.2 mA cm −2 ) as a result of the substantially amplified recombination rate.
To determine whether the Schottky-junction-based cell structure could be applied to polycrystalline films, a sequential evaporation method was used to deposit pinhole-free MAPbBr 3 polycrystalline films (see the Experimental Section). Although SEM images ( Figure S12a ,b, Supporting Information) confirm the uniform morphology and complete coverage of as-grown films, we could only avoid device shorting and obtain rectified currents when the thickness of the polycrystalline perovskite layer was larger than ≈1 μm ( Figure S12c , Supporting Information)-likely due to defects or grain boundary-driven leakage paths forming in the thin polycrystalline perovskite layer. As shown in Figure S12d (Supporting Information), the solar cell based on a 1 μm thick polycrystalline film shows a J SC of 0.59 mA cm −2 , a V OC of 0.29 V, and an FF of 0.33, yielding a PCE of 0.056%. Although the polycrystalline film was comprised of nearly a monolayer of grains, the poor performance of the polycrystal-based devices indicates that polycrystalline films may not be suitable for such a simple Schottky-junctionbased cell structure, possibly due to the existence of grain boundaries. [11] The promising efficiencies we have achieved with the Schottky-junction-based device structure were obtained primarily by optimizing the thickness of the perovskite layer. The performance of solar cells, however, is well known to be sensitive to the interface properties. [27, 28] We were thus driven to further investigate the potential of enhancing the performance of monocrystalline film-based devices by modifying those properties. We therefore examined a single p-n-junction-based cell structure, i.e., FTO/TiO 2 /MAPbBr 3 /Au, where a compact TiO 2 film acts as an electron transporting layer (ETL), as displayed in Figure 3b . The existence of a p-n junction at the TiO 2 / MAPbBr 3 interface is corroborated by the clear current rectification in the J-V curve of the cell ( Figure S8 , Supporting Information). With such a structure, we managed to enhance the PCE of our monocrystalline devices to ≈6.53%, with a V OC of 1.36 V, a J SC of 6.96 mA cm −2 , and an FF of 0.69, for a champion device made of a 1 μm thick perovskite crystal. This device performance surpasses, by over 17%, other hole-transporting layer (HTL)-free polycrystalline MAPbBr 3 solar cells reported to date, [29, 30] and is even comparable to those of devices with an HTL. [25, 31] The average efficiency of 12 monocrystalline devices using this structure with 1 to 4 μm thick crystals is 5.67% ± 0.44% ( Figure S9 , Supporting Information). The corresponding EQE and IQE curves are presented in Figure 3e , showing a similar plateau as those of Schottky-junction-based devices, with exception of being inferior at wavelengths below 350 nm due to stronger UV absorption of FTO/TiO 2 substrates, resulting in a decreased J SC . The current density integrated from the EQE curve is 6.7 mA cm −2 , in good agreement with the value extracted from the J-V curve, which is also approaching the theoretical upper limit of 7.24 mA cm −2 ( Figure S10 , Supporting Information). A notable feature of this single p-n-junctionbased monocrystalline device is the greatly improved V OC (the highest reached so far was 1.41 V; see Figure S9 , Supporting Information). This is in agreement with the energy difference between the Fermi levels of TiO 2 and MAPbBr 3 (ΔE ≈ 1.4 eV), which is larger than that between ITO and MAPbBr 3 . The V OC is also the highest among reported MAPbBr 3 solar cells without an HTL, [29, 30] and is on par with the best performing cells with a custom-designed HTL. [25] Such improvements clearly imply that the TiO 2 /perovskite-based devices extract electrons more efficiently than ITO/perovskite-based devices. With such demonstrably high V OC and J SC , we believe there is tremendous potential using perovskite monocrystalline films in the HTL-free device structures, which can be further improved through interface engineering approaches such as chemical passivation. [11] Adv. Mater 
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Note that we found considerable hysteresis in the J-V curves of TiO 2 -free devices (Figure 4a) . In contrast, the hysteresis was substantially reduced in the devices with a TiO 2 layer (Figure 4b ). We further confirmed the PCE of our devices by measuring the steady-state maximum power output, which was determined through measuring the transient current output at the bias of the device's maximum power point (V max ). [32, 33] As displayed in Figure 4c , the ITO device made with a 4 μm thick crystal and FTO/TiO 2 device made with a 1 μm thick crystal show stable PCEs of 5.11% and 6.33%, respectively, at their corresponding V max , which were determined from their reversely scanned J-V curves. The steady-state photocurrents of the ITO device shown in Figure S13 (Supporting Information) at various biases near V max further verify that reversely scanned J-V curves provide a reliable estimation of the true device performance.
Several theories have been proposed to explain the origin of hysteresis observed in PSCs. [32, [34] [35] [36] Here, the PCE obtained from the reversely scanned J-V curve is close to that extracted from the transient current measurement, which agrees well with the trapping-detrapping model. [32] Although MAPbBr 3 crystals have an ultra-low bulk trap density, [7] defects and trap states could accumulate at the crystal surface, which is also supported by the photoluminescence study ( Figure S5 , Supporting Information). In addition, labile ions may accumulate in the disordered perovskite lattice in the vicinity of contacts and can drift under operational conditions, resulting in a slow process of electrode polarization [35] or screening of space charges [32] for efficient photocarrier collection. Based on the discussion above, the TiO 2 interlayer could have minimized the traps of the perovskite bottom surface, resulting in less hysteresis, which is further corroborated by a faster stabilization of transient photocurrent, as shown in Figure 4c .
Device stability, a present-day bottle neck in the commercialization of PSCs, was expected to improve in our simplestructured solar cells through removing components that may cause instability issues. [13, 37, 38] Hence, we tested the stability of these cells by monitoring the photocurrent of the monocrystalline cell while continuously exposed to simulated AM1.5 sunlight (100 mW cm −2 ) in an ambient atmosphere (55% relative humidity, room temperature), without encapsulation. Strikingly, the photocurrent of the Schottky-junction-based device shows no degradation under V max in our test of over 48 h, while the current of the monocrystalline device using TiO 2 shows slight degradation and drops to ≈90% of its initial level (Figure 4d ). For comparison, we fabricated two polycrystalline cells: one with the same structure as the Schottky-junction-based monocrystalline cell (Poly-1), and the other with both an HTL and an ETL in a mesostructure of FTO/TiO 2 /MAPbBr 3 /2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis[N,N-di(4-methoxyphenyl)amino]-9,9′-spirobifluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD)/Au (Poly-2). The normalized current of both cells shows distinct degradation at different rates. J-V curves of the four cells before and after illumination are provided in Figure S12 , S14, and S15 (Supporting Information). The superior stability of monocrystalline devices, especially the one based on Schottky junction, over polycrystalline film PSCs may have several origins. First, hybrid perovskite polycrystalline films have been reported to degrade fast in the presence of moisture, while perovskite single crystals have been found to be stable for over one month in ambient conditions. [6] Compared with polycrystalline films, monocrystalline films are free of grain boundaries, which are supposed to be the infiltration and corrosion sites for moisture. Second, the absence of a TiO 2 layer may eliminate potential instability factors such as light-induced desorption of surface-adsorbed oxygen, [13] which can also account for the stability difference between the two monocrystalline device architectures. And finally, the organic HTL, which is absent in monocrystalline cells, has been known to cause instability issues for PSCs under exposure to moisture and oxygen. [37, 38] The two latter factors may explain the difference in current degradation rates of the two polycrystalline solar cells. In summary, we reported the first successful growth and characterization of hybrid perovskite monocrystalline films on substrates, achieved only by using a method that we term CTAC, which overcomes the shortcomings of traditional single-crystal growth methods in their tendency to produce merely free-standing perovskite single crystals. Therefore, we were able to carry out the first-reported explorative study on perovskite monocrystalline solar cells using two different device structures. Without any ETLs and HTLs, a simple prototype cell of ITO/MAPbBr 3 (4 μm)/Au offers near 100% IQE, and consequently an ultra-stable PCE of >5%. Furthermore, by employing a single p-n-junction-based architecture instead, we enhanced the efficiency to 6.5%, which is a >17% improvement over the best HTL-free MAPbBr 3 solar cells. Remarkably, this simple device structure offers a high V OC ≈1.4 V, which makes it particularly attractive for applications in photoelectrocatalytic water-splitting systems for solar fuels [39] and also as top cells in tandem solar cells with Si and CuIn x Ga (1−x) Se 2 . We elucidated the roles of the monocrystalline film thickness and interface engineering, and their crucial effects on photocarrier collection in monocrystalline solar cells. Our work provides direct proof for the superior optoelectronic properties of perovskite monocrystalline films in devices over their polycrystalline counterparts. Moreover, the demonstration of extraordinary stability of Schottky-junction-based monocrystalline devices, along with its fabrication simplicity, opens a new avenue for the development of perovskite solar cells, akin to the evolution of metal-insulator-semiconductor inversionlayer silicon solar cells. [40] 
Experimental Section
Materials: MABr powder and TiO 2 paste were purchased from Dyesol. Spiro-OMeTAD was purchased from Borun New Material Technology. All the other chemicals and solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and are ACS reagent grade. ITO-coated glass substrates (8-12 Ω sq −1 ) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. FTO-coated glass substrates (15 Ω sq −1 ) were purchased from Pilkington.
Monocrystalline Film Growth: The experimental setup for the crystal growth was previously reported . Briefly, perovskite precursor solution of equimolar MABr and PbBr 2 in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF; typically 10 mL), was loaded in a Pyrex crystallizing dish (80 mm × 40 mm) with substrates placed in the bottom, which was then placed in a larger crystallizing dish (125 mm × 65 mm) with dichloromethane loaded as antisolvent. Both crystallizing dishes were sealed with aluminum foils while the cover of the inner dish was left with a 0.5 mm diameter hole to let the antisolvent vapor slowly diffuse into the perovskite solution. To grow monocrystalline films, the whole set up was transferred to an ultrasonic bath (Branson 5510) and a short ultrasonic pulse (<1 s) was triggered when the perovskite solution reached a low supersaturation level, which was roughly estimated to be 3-6 h in advance of the moment that crystals came out of the solution in the absence of ultrasound.
Monocrystalline Film Characterization: SEM images were taken with a Quanta 600 FEG (FEI Co.). XRD measurements were carried out by Panalytical X'pert Pro equipped with a Cu K α radiation source (λ = 1.5406 Å). The absorption spectra were captured with a Varian Cary 6000i spectrometer in a transmittance mode. Aramis Raman Spectroscopy (Horiba Scientific, Japan) was used to record the photoluminescence spectra excited by a 473 nm laser in a 180° reflection setup. The thickness of the crystal was measured by a KLA Tencor Stylus Profilometer. PESA measurement was carried out on MAPbBr 3 monocrystalline films grown on glass using Riken Photoelectron Spectrometer (Model AC-2). The UV lamp intensity was fixed at 50 nW, which was precalibrated for the light correction.
Device Fabrication: Four types of solar cells with three different configurations were fabricated in this work. For the monocrystalline device, 100 nm Au electrodes of a circular shape (390 μm in diameter) or full coverage of Au on a whole monocrystalline film were deposited through metal shadow mask onto MAPbBr 3 monocrystalline films that were grown on ITO-coated glass or TiO 2 (≈60 nm)/FTO glass by thermal evaporation. The efficiencies for different Au patterns were similar and a high efficiency was achieved on an ≈ 2 mm × 2 mm monocrystalline film (see Figure S6 , Supporting Information). The deposition of compact TiO 2 layers was as reported elsewhere. [41] For the third type of PSCs, by using the same configuration of ITO-based monocrystalline device, a polycrystalline MAPbBr 3 film was instead deposited on ITOcoated glass by a two-step vapor deposition method. A PbBr 2 film was thermally evaporated onto ITO-coated glass and annealed in MABr vapor at 130 °C under vacuum for a certain time in a vacuum desiccator followed to convert PbBr 2 into perovskite. The thickness of the final perovskite film was controlled through the initial PbBr 2 film thickness. Finally, Au electrodes of the same geometry as monocrystalline devices were evaporated on top. The mesostructured device was fabricated by sequential deposition of a compact TiO 2 layer, a 200 nm mesoporous TiO 2 layer, MAPbBr 3 , Spiro-OMeTAD, and 100 nm Au electrodes on patterned FTO-coated glass. Specifically for the deposition of MAPbBr 3 film, a solution of 40 wt% perovskite precursor was prepared with equimolar MABr and PbBr 2 in DMF at 60 °C stirring overnight and then adding HBr (20 μL, 48 wt% in water). MAPbBr 3 film was deposited by spin-coating the as-prepared solution at 3000 rpm for 3 min and annealed at 100 °C for 10 min. The detailed procedures for depositing the compact/mesoporous TiO 2 layer and Spiro-OMeTAD layer were published elsewhere. [41] The active device area is 0.2 cm 2 .
Device Characterization: To characterize cell performance, simulated AM1.5 sunlight with a power intensity of 100 mW cm −2 (Newport Oriel Sol3A) was used as the light source. J-V curves were recorded with a Keithley 4200 sourcemeter with a scan rate of 0.2 V s −1 with the same mask for thermal evaporation used as the aperture mask for small devices. The EQE and IQE curves were measured by a Newport Oriel IQE-200 system equipped with a 300 W xenon light source, a monochromator, and a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter. The capacitancevoltage (C-V) curve was measured by Agilent E4980A precision inductance, capacitance and resistance (LCR) meter.
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